TripSpark VEO Transportation solution has been specifically designed to address the complexities of the modern school transportation environment. It features a thin-client solution and utilizes calendar based routing to effectively manage the changing needs of both regular and special education transportation services.

**Unique to the marketplace, TripSpark VEO Transportation employs a fully integrated, multi-term calendar that enables you to:**

- Easily manage complicated custody arrangements. Students can have numerous pick-up and drop-off locations assigned to different days throughout the week, month and year.
- Maintain past, current and future transportation data in one database.
- Promote and assign students to new schools and routes on different buses for upcoming terms while retaining grade, school and bus assignments for the current term.
- Perform what-if scenarios and generate required reports without creating data copies or loading data into separate databases.
- Set students to inactive temporarily or permanently with the ability to track service start and end dates.
- Make edits to a student's routing to accommodate a one-time change without altering their regular schedule.
- View your students, routing data and eligibility zones on your district map, a Google map or Bing map.
- Share data between VEO Transportation and other district applications.
- Capture history and easily identifies daily changes.

**CALENDAR-BASED FUNCTIONALITY**
THIN-CLIENT SOLUTION

Utilizing thin-client technology, VEO Transportation:

• Allows for rapid deployment and low-cost maintenance
• Reduces upfront implementation costs and promotes lower total cost of ownership
• Provides business continuity in the event of emergencies
• Ensures more secure storage of data and applications
• Facilitates access through leading Internet browsers (Edge, Google Chrome and Internet Explorer)

CONTACT US

TripSpark Technologies
1100 Superior Ave E., Suite 1290
Cleveland, Ohio  USA 44114

Tel: (888) 595 4696
(216) 539 1810
Email: info@tripspark.com

Visit www.tripspark.com or talk with a software specialist today to request a demonstration of VEO transportation software.

INFOSHARE ADD-ON MODULE

Enables district personnel and parents to verify student eligibility and securely access transportation information. Contractors and schools can access route data for their students and generate corresponding route sheets, improving efficiency and minimizing phone calls.

INTEGRATED GPS SOLUTIONS

VEO Now Software

• Compare actual and planned data on a map to ensure the safe and optimized routes are followed
• Utilize real time and historical data to make safety, efficiency and service improvements

VEO Now Tablet Software

• Secure login displays driver's stops and routes each day; eliminates need for paper route sheets
• Two-way messaging
• Wireless route updates to vehicles

VEO Now Student Tracking Software

• Compare actual to planned student count to analyze bus capacity
• Monitor vehicle and student locations at all times

WhereTheBus™ Parent App

• Provides parents with their child's real-time bus location and arrival information

VEO Now School View

• Give individual schools visibility into the real-time location of all buses servicing their school